The aim of this note is to present in the reflexive Banach space setting a natural and simple proof of the formula of the approximate subdifferential of a composite function.
INTRODUCTION
In [7] we have shown how a subdifferential formula of the form (1) d{goG)(x 0 )G | J 6{y*oG) (x 0 ) allows the establishment in a natural way of the existence of Kuhn-Tucker multipliers for general mathematical programming problems whenever the metric regularity (qualification of the constraints) is satisfied. Unfortunately such a formula does not hold in general. The corresponding formula for Clarke's subdifferential (see [1] ) requires taking the (closed) convex closure of the second member of (1) and hence the simple method in [7] may not been used to show the existence of multipliers. This formula (1) has been proved by Ioffe in [5] for locally Lipschitz functions g and mappings G admitting compact prederivatives and by ourselves in [8] for the more general class of strongly compactly Lipschitzian mappings G. Both proofs in [5] and [8] are very technical. The aim of this note is to present, in the special case of reflexive Banach spaces, a much less technical proof. Using the Frechet subdifferentials in the elegant way of Kruger and Mordukhovich [10] (after the pioneering work by Mordukhovich [11] ) is the key to our approach in this note.
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A. Jourani and L. Thibault [2] is finite by x* £ 6 F f(x) if and only if there is a neighbourhood Xo of x in X such that
The limiting Frechet subdifferential of / at a point XQ (with /(zo) < +00) is (see Kruger [9] 
/(»")-»/(*")•
This subdifferential is always included in that of Clarke and if $(epi/i •) denotes the indicator function of the epigraph of / , then (see [9] )
If X is reflexive, then, whenever / is Lipschitz at xo, (see [6] ) dpf(xo) is equal to the approximate subdifferential dyif(xo) and dpf is w*-sequentially upper semicontinuous at xo , that is for x n -» xo, i j E 5f/(x n ) and z* -» x* one has x* £ <?F/(ZO)-
The following result has been proved by Kruger [9] in a more general setting. 
Before establishing our main result we need to recall the notion of compactly Lipschitzian mappings introduced by the second author in [12] . 
(G(x + tv) -G(x)) £ K(v) +r(t,x,v)B Y ;
(iii) K(0) = {0} and K is upper semicontinuous at zero. [3] Approximate subdifferentials 113
Every compactly Lipschitzian mapping is locally Lipschitz and in finite dimensional spaces both concepts coincide. In [12] several examples are given.
The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.5 in El Abdouni and Tbibault [3] and of its proof. See also proposition 2.3 in Jourani and Thibault [8] and Theorem 1.5 in Glover and Craven [4] . LEMMA 2 . Let G : X -* Y be a mapping which is compactly Lipschitzian at XQ . II (j£) w*-converges to zero in Y*, if (x n ) || \\-converges to XQ in X and if a:* G dcb/n ° G){x n ) then (x*) n w m -converges to zero in X*. (Here dc denotes the Clarke sub differential (see [1] ).)
We can now establish our main result. 
